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STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED UPON APPEAL 
Did the trial court err in failing to find that Green 
River Group had assumed all conditions of the Uniform 
Real Estate Contract between Hansens and Synvest 
Corporation and were therefore accountable to Hansens 
for any deficiency on the original contract? 
Did the trial court err in failing to find Hansens the 
third party beneficiaries to the Synvest-Green River 
Group contract? 
Did the trial court err in failing to imply privity 
between the contracting obligor and the third party 
obligee? 
Did the trial court err in failing to recognize the 
alter ego relationship between Synvest Corporation, 
Green River Group, Boyd Hansen, and Ramon Pratt and in 
failing to pierce the corporate veil? 
Did the trial court err in failing to find Green River 
Group liable for waste? 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS 
The facts in this case revolve around property located in 
Emery County, State of Utah, and known generally as the Green 
River Motel. The original owner, for the purposes of this 
action, was Joyce Nation. In 1975, she conveyed the property by 
real estate contract, to Bruce Woodruff and Gerald Strong. (Tr. 
39, 82). In September of 1980, the plaintiffs, Hansens, acquired 
from Woodruff and Strong their interest in the Joyce Nation 
contract by Quit Claim Deed. (Tr. 42) (Exhibit 8). The purpose 
of the acquisition was to accomplish a three-way trade of real 
property owned by the plaintiffs, for Woodruff's and Strong's 
interest in the Green River Motel property so that it could then 
be sold to Synvest Corporation. (Tr. 42). 
On or about September 1, 1980, the Hansens as sellers, 
and Synvest Corporation, a Nevada corporation, as buyer, executed 
a Uniform Real Estate Contract conveying the Green River Motel 
property (hereinafter referred to as the Hansen-Synvest 
Contract). (R. 6-8) (Exhibit 2) (See Exhibit "A"). 
Simultaneously, Synvest Corporation, as seller, and Green River 
Group, a Utah general partnership, as buyer, executed a Uniform 
Real Estate Contract on basically the same terms as the agreement 
between plaintiffs and Synvest Corporation. That contract was 
recorded in December of 1980 (hereinafter referred to as the 
Synvest-Green River Group Contract). (R. 9-11, 167) (Trial 
Exhibit 3) (See Exhibit "B"). The principals of Synvest 
Corporation were essentially the same individuals as the general 
partners of the Green River Group. The named defendants in the 
action are current or former general partners of the Green River 
Group. (R. 1-5, 254-258) . Boyd Hansen was not only a general 
partner of Green River Group and corporate officer of Synvest, 
but was also the real estate broker handling the various 
transactions involved herein. (Tr. 38-39). The defendant Boyd 
Hansen is of no relation to plaintiff Hansens. 
Both the Hansen-Synvest contract and the Synvest-Green 
River Group contract were standard Uniform Real Estate Contracts, 
Form 109. The Hansen-Synvest contract is dated September 1, 
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1980 within the top blanks. The Synvest-Green River Group 
contract had no date within the top blanks. The property was 
sold for $645,000 in the Hansen-Synvest contract and $565,000 in 
the Synvest-Green River Group contract. The Hansen-Synvest 
contract called for an immediate payment of $150,000, $33,750 of 
which was paid by Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt as individuals, 
(R. 2 61, 2 62) and the Synvest-Green River Group contract called 
for an initial $70,000 payment; nevertheless, both contracts 
called for the remaining $495,000 to be paid as follows? 
a. $3,012.75 on the first day of November, 
December, January, February, March and April 
of each year. 
b. $3,512.75 on the first day of May and 
October of each year. 
c. $6,612.75 on first day of June of each 
year. 
d. $7,012.75 on the first day of July, 
August and September of each year. 
(Exhibits 2 and 3). 
Both contracts indicate that "possession of said premises 
shall be delivered to buyer on the 1st day of September, 1980." 
(Emphasis added). 
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Both contracts indicate that interest shall be charged from 
September 1, 1980" at "ten per cent (10.00%) per annum." 
(Emphasis added). (Exhibits 2 and 3). 
Both contracts require the buyer "to pay the general taxes 
after September 1, 1980," (Emphasis added). (Exhibits 2 and 3). 
Finally, both contracts contain the following printed 
language with the underlined portion specifically typed in and 
added to the contract: 
It is hereby expressly understood and 
agreed by the parties hereto that 
there are no representations, covenants, or 
agreements between the parties hereto . . . 
except as herein specifically set forth or 
attached hereto. Buyer agrees to abide and 
be bound by the conditions that appear in 
all underlying contract. 
After two years of receiving only sporadic payments from 
Green River Group, which Hansens were obligated to pay Joyce 
Nation, the Hansens served a Notice of Default and Notice to Quit 
or Pay Rent. (Tr. 48) . Apparently in response to that action, 
Green River Group filed a Petition For Reorganization under 
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code on May 21, 1982. (Tr. 48). 
The Green River Group partnership made some attempts at 
reorganization and generally kept the post bankruptcy petition 
payments current through November 1983. The partnership failed 
to make the December 1983 payment, and has failed to make any 
payments since that date. (R. 114-116). Upon Green River 
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Group's failure to make the December payment, the Hansens filed a 
Motion to Dismiss the Bankruptcy Action. (Tr. 52) . An order 
granting the plaintiff's Motion and dismissing the bankruptcy 
action was signed by the Bankruptcy Court on April 3, 1984. 
(Exhibit 10 and 11) . The Green River Group thereafter defaulted 
to Synvest and Synvest Corporation subsequently defaulted on the 
first Uniform Real Estate Contract with the Hansens. To resolve 
the dispute between Synvest and Green River Group, the property 
was quit claimed back to Synvest by Quit Claim Deed dated 
February 29, 1984, and recorded March 12, 1984 and then 
re-recorded on May 3, 1984. (R. 167-169, 259-261) (Exhibit 15 
and 16) . Subsequently, plaintiffs, the Hansens, filed suit 
against Synvest and the Green River Group, requesting a Decree of 
Foreclosure, immediate Appointment of Receiver to collect rents 
and other income from the property during the pendency of this 
action, and for damages for the waste committed on the premises. 
(R. 1-5) . 
The court below granted judgment against only Synvest 
Corporation and in favor of the plaintiffs, Hansens, in the 
amount of $653,641.16, which included delinquent payments, 
interest, waste and attorney fees. The defendant Synvest is 
relieved from satisfying the judgment by reason of bankruptcy 
and although Green River Group was "bound to all underlying 
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contracts" and was in possession of the property from the date 
sold by Hansens, judgment was not granted against Green River 
Group and thus the judgment granted to Hansens cannot be satis-
fied. 
Judgement against Synvest was entered May 3, 1985. (R. 
3 04-306) . Thereafter, plaintiff timely moved to amend the 
Findings of Facts to include Green River Group. (R. 312-314^. 
The court denied said Motion on June 21, 1985. Plaintiffs have 
appealed. (R. 333-34). 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
Hansens sold the Green River Motel to Synvest Corp. on 
September 1, 1980. Through an identical Uniform Real Estate 
Contract, except for the amount of initial payment, Synvest sold 
the Motel to Green River Group, a partnership. Defendant Boyd 
Hansen, no relation to plaintiffs, was the vice-president of 
Synvest Corporation, the general partner of Green River Group 
and the broker handling the transactions. According to the 
contracts Green River Group was owned and was in possession of 
the Motel from September 1, 1980 and thus Synvest never owned or 
possessed the motel. 
Green River Group's contract mandated that the buyer was to 
be bound by all underlying contracts. Green River Group was to 
make payments to Hansens so that they could make payments to the 
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original owner, Joyce Nation. Eventually Green River Group 
failed to make payments and upon Notice of Default took out 
bankruptcy, which was eventually dismissed, and then deeded the 
Motel back to Synvest to avoid liability. 
At trial, judgment for deficiency and waste was rendered in 
favor of Hansens against Synvest; however, judgment was not 
rendered against Green River Group, although they were in 
possession from September 1, 1980 and had explicitly assumed the 
obligation to make payments to Hansens. 
Synvest has also taken out bankruptcy and Hansens cannot 
satisfy their judgment. Synvest was only the alter-ego of Green 
River Group and Boyd Hansen. Both the corporation and the 
partnership existed merely to shuffle ownership and possession 
of the Motel in a manner so as to avoid liability. The trial 
court, by rendering judgment against Synvest only, has 
effectively allowed Green River Group and Boyd Hansen to escape 
liability even though ownership, possession and thus liability 
commenced simultaneously with the sale to Synvest. 
Through the legal theories of assignment, assumption, third 
party beneficiary or alter-ego, Green River Group is liable for 




GREEN RIVER GROUP, BOYD HANSEN AND RAMON PRATT 
ASSUMED ALL CONDITIONS OF THE UNIFORM REAL 
ESTATE CONTRACT BETWEEN HANSENS AND SYNVEST 
CORPORATION AND ARE, THEREFORE, ACCOUNTABLE TO 
THE HANSENS FOR ANY DEFICIENCY ON THE ORIGINAL 
CONTRACT. 
The general rule in assignment and assumption situations 
is that a vendor can compel a buyer's assignee to make payment on 
a contract when there is some express or implied contract to do 
so. 77 Am. Jur. 2d Vendor and Purchaser § 394 (1975). 
In this case, the demand by the appellants, Hansens, for 
deficiency amounts after foreclosure is based upon express 
language in the Uniform Real Estate Contract between the buyer 
Synvest and the assignee Green River Group. 
In the present dispute, Synvest Corporation, through a 
Uniform Real Estate Contract, conveyed the motel to Green River 
Group. That contract contained a clause which states: 
It is hereby expressly understood and agreed 
by the parties hereto that the buyer accepts 
the said property in its present condition 
and that there are no representations, 
covenants or agreements between the parties 
heretowith reference to said property except 
as herein specifically set forth or attached 
hereto. 
Thereafter, in a typewritten addition to the original standard 
form was a clause which states: 
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Buyer agrees to abide and be bound by the 
conditions that appear in all underlying 
contract. [Emphasis added]. 
It was understood by all parties to mean that Green River Group 
would assume all the terms of the Hansen-Synvest Corporation 
contract, of which all parties had actual knowledge. Boyd 
Hansen, partner and agent for Green River Group and for Synvest 
Corporation was also the real estate broker for the entire dual 
transaction. (Tr. 38). As an agent, his knowledge was 
attributable to Green River Group. Synvest, on the other hand 
had first hand knowledge of the obligations contained in the 
underlying Hansen-Synvest Corporation contract by virtue of being 
a primary party to that transaction. By having such knowledge 
attributable to them, and by failing to limit their liability, 
Green River Group became liable upon the insertion of the 
assumption clause. 
The two leading controlling Utah cases supporting the 
Hansen's position that Green River Group is liable for the 
terms and conditions in the Hansen-Synvest Corporation contract 
are Prudential Federal Savings and Loan Association v. King, 22 
Utah 2d 379, 453 P.2d 697 (1969) and Radlev v. Smith, 6 Utah 314, 
313 P.2d 465 (1957). 
In Prudential, the Utah Supreme Court had occasion to rule 
on whether or not a deficiency judgment could be obtained against 
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the subsequent purchaser of property. The subsequent contract 
stated that the assignee should "keep, observe and perform all of 
the terms, conditions and provisions of the said agreement that 
are to be kept, observed and performed by assignors." This 
intent appears to be exactly the same as the intent in the 
instant case, wherein the parties specifically added "[b]uyer 
agrees to abide and be bound by the conditions that appear in all 
underlying contracts." The issue was basically whether the 
defendant assignees assumed to pay the contract balance even 
though the assignment did not specifically state the words, "the 
assignees agrees to assume or pay the balance due." The Utah 
Supreme Court held that Prudential was entitled a deficiency 
judgment against the third party purchaser. 
In arriving at its conclusion the court stated that "all of 
the provisions of the assignment are of significance and should 
be construed together." Although the Court in Prudential was 
primarily concerned with the terms of an assignment of contract 
(a document that assigns a real estate contract from one party to 
another) its statement and method of analysis concerning assign-
ment clauses are equally applicable to the present case, where a 
Uniform Real Estate Contract containing an express assumption 
clause was conveyed. 
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In the Radley case, supra, the Utah Supreme Court cited 
various factors to be applied whenever there was uncertainty or 
ambiguity with respect to an assignment. In that case, Smith was 
an owner of 24 apartment units in a building, and was engaged in 
selling those units to various other purchasers under uniform 
contracts. Certain covenants were provided for on each side. 
Radley purchased a specific apartment in the building pursuant to 
one of these contracts. Subsequently, defendant Roberts 
purchased Smith's interest in the building and became the 
assignee of Smith's contracts. 
Roberts failed to pay the taxes, provide various services, 
and keep the building in good repair, and as a result 
approximately one half of the buyers abandoned their apartments, 
forfeiting them to Roberts. The Radleys did not abandon their 
apartment, but brought suit against Roberts to compel her to 
comply with the agreements found within the contract. Roberts 
argued that she did not assume any of the obligations arising 
under the previous contract between Smith and Radley. She 
maintained that in purchasing Smith's interest, she was acquiring 
only the right to collect payments from the plaintiff and that 
she had no intention of assuming the burdens of the contract. 
The court held, however, that she had assumed the burdens of the 
contracts. It pointed out that she knew the contents of the 
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contracts and that there was a clause therein expressly stating 
that the provisions would bind the successors. Similarly, in 
the instant case, Green River Group knew the contents of the 
Hansen-Synvest Corporation contract. 
The Radley court also provided guidance on^  the question of 
when an assignee assumes the burden in a more ambiguous case. 
The court noted: 
Whenever uncertainty or ambiguity exists with 
respect thereto, it is proper for the court 
to consider all of the facts and circum-
stances, including the words and actions of 
the parties forming the background of the 
transaction. 
Id. 313 P. 2d at 466. In the case at bar, many of the persons 
involved in the signing of the Synvest-Green River Group contract 
were involved in the signing of the underlying Hansen-Synvest 
Corporation contract. Another important factor is that Green 
River Group wrote checks directly to the Hansens as though it had 
assumed all the obligations and had been assigned the contract 
between the Hansens and Synvest Corporation. Green River Group 
should not be permitted to deny its assumption of the 
Hansen-Synvest Corporation contract. 
Furthermore, respondents themselves acknowledged an 
assignment. This is evidenced by the "Statement of all Property 
Bankrupt", wherein the respondents stated explicitly and 
precisely that the contract and obligations had been assigned: 
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Purchaser's interest in Uniform Real Estate 
Contract, dated September 1980 between . . . 
Hansenrsi as sellers and Synvest Corporation 
as buyers subsequently assigned to 
Svnvest-Green River Group, now known as Green 
River Group, [Emphasis Added.] 
(R. 155). (Exhibit 12). 
This statement is typical of the respondents1 actions in 
constantly playing the role of assignee in its business relations 
with the appellants. 
Additionally, the Radley court set forth the applicable Utah 
law as follows: 
Where a party . . . purports to assign the 
whole contract, his action is interpreted, in 
the absence of circumstance showing a 
contrary intention. as an assignment of the 
assignor's rights under the contract and 
delegation of the performance of the 
assignor's duties. [Emphasis added.] 
Radlev v. Smith, 6 Utah 314, 313 P.2d 465 (1957); Restatement of 
Contracts, § 161(1). 
There is nothing in the present case to affirmatively 
indicate, as required by the Radley court, anything other than 
that Green River Group was to assume the responsibilities and 
conditions of the Hansen-Synvest Corporation contract. 
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POINT II 
PLAINTIFFS ARE THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARIES TO THE SYNVEST 
CORPORATION-GREEN RIVER GROUP CONTRACT AND 
CAN THEREFORE, RECOVER FROM GREEN RIVER GROUP ANY 
DEFICIENCIES AFTER FORECLOSURE ON THE ORIGINAL 
HANSEN-SYNVEST CONTRACT. 
Utah law on third party beneficiary issues appears to be 
very clear: 
Generally the rights of a third party 
beneficiary are determined by the intentions 
of the parties to the subject contract. 2 S. 
Williston, A Treatice on the Law, § 356 
(Revised Permanent Edition, 1981); § 302 
Restatement of Contracts 2d ed., 1981. Where 
it appears from the promise or contracting 
situation that the parties intended that a 
third party receive a benefit, then the 
third party may enforce his rights in the 
courts and is deemed a donee beneficiary. 
Where, however, no intention to make a gift 
appears and performance of a promise satis-
fies or recognizes an actual or supposed duty 
of the promisee to the beneficiary, then the 
third party may still recover as a creditor 
beneficiary. Williston, supra. But, where 
any benefits to a person are incidental to 
the performance of a promise and such person 
is neither donee nor a creditor beneficiary 
he is a stranger to the promise and may 
assert no rights thereunder. 
Tracy Collins Bank & Trust v. Dickamore, 652 P.2d 1314, 1315 
(Utah 1982); See Nell Trimbel Real Estate v. Fitzgerald, 626 P.2d 
453, 454 (Utah 1981); Real Alaon Corp. v. Jimco Ltd.
 f 618 P.2d 
497, 506 (Utah 1980); Kinne v. Industrial Commission, 609 
P.2d 926, 928 (Utah 1980). 
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The rights of the parties in this case are determined by the 
characterization of the intent of the contracting parties as 
either incidental or intentional. The Restatement Contracts 2d, 
indicates that an "intended" third party beneficiary, one 
who can enforce the contract, is one who: 
Unless otherwise agreed between promisor and 
promisee, a beneficiary of a promise is an 
intended beneficiary if recognition of a 
right to performance in the beneficiary is 
appropriate to effectuate the intention 
of the parties and . . . (a) the performance 
of the promise will satisfy an obligation of 
the promisee to pay money to the beneficiary. 
[Emphasis added]. 
Since the performance of Synvest Corporation's promise to 
make .payments toward the purchase of the property would benefit 
someone other than Synvest Corporation, namely Hansens, the 
sellers, and would satisfy Synvestfs duty to the Hansens, the 
Hansens are the creditor beneficiaries and Green River Groups' 
promise to discharge all obligations underlying the Synvest 
contract created a duty of Green River Group to the Hansens to 
perform the promise. As creditor beneficiaries, Hansens, 
sellers, could recover judgment against either Synvest 
Corporation or Green River Group, or as to each of them as to the 
purchaser's obligation under the contract. Lonas v. Metropolitan 
Mortgage and Security Company, 432 P.2d 603 (Ala. 1967). 
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As set forth above, the intent of the parties is the 
important factor under analysis. The Utah Supreme Court has 
already determined that a deficiency judgment could be obtained 
against the subsequent purchaser of property above the requisite 
to intent to assume the obligations is present. In Prudential 
Federal Savings and Loan Association v. King, 22 Utah 2d 379, 453 
P.2d 697 (1969), the subsequent contract stated that the assignee 
should "keep, observe and perform all of the terms, conditions 
and provisions of the said agreement that are to be kept, 
observed and performed by assignors." The intent therein 
was identical to the intent in the instant case wherein the 
parties specifically added "[b]uyer agrees to abide and be 
bound by the conditions that appear in all underlying contracts." 
As previously mentioned, the Utah Supreme Court allowed Pruden-
tial to recover a deficiency judgment against the third party 
purchaser in that case. 
A review of the facts in this case reveal that the obliga-
tions owed to the Hansens are not merely incidental benefits of 
the Synvest-Green River Group contract. Paragraph 16(c) of that 
contract states: 
fl[b]uyer agrees to abide and be bound by the 
conditions that appear in all underlying 
contracts." 
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The intention of the parties in inserting this statement 
into the contract can more readily be ascertained by interpreting 
it in light of the circumstances surrounding the transaction. 
Clearly the events surrounding the transactions herein indicated 
an intent that the appellant, Hansen, be benefitted by the 
contract between Synvest Corporation and Green River Group. 
The events giving rise to such a presumption ere (1) 
continuing responsibility upon Green River Group, Boyd Hansen, 
and Ramon Pratt as primary parties in both the Hansen-Synvest 
contract and the Synvest Corporation-Green River Group contract, 
(2) the specific addition of clause 16(c) as an assumption of 
contractual obligations, (3) written statements by Green River 
Group indicating the viewpoint that their obligations to the 
appellants, Hansens, continued through Synvest Corporation, (4) 
payments made on the account of Green River Group to the Hansens 
in furtherance of diminishing the outstanding obligations. 
(1) Many of the parties in the Green River Group 
partnership were involved in different capacities in the Synvest 
Corporation and merely continued their responsibility to the 
Hansens. Boyd Hansen was a partner and an agent of Green River 
Group. It is well established in agency law that a principle is 
chargeable with the knowledge of its agent. Boyd Hansen was well 
aware of the existence of the Hansen-Synvest contract, to which 
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he rendered his signature as a primary party. Through the 
actions and knowledge of its agent in the consummation of the 
Synvest-Green River Group contract, Green River Group was 
properly charged with a knowledge of the underlying contracts 
spoken of in clause 16(c). Not only was Boyd Hansen aware of the 
underlying contract itself, but he was also aware of the specific 
obligations articulated within that agreement. This knowledge is 
properly attributed to him not only as the primary party signing 
both contracts, but also as the real estate broker responsible 
for organizing the entire transaction. Consequently, the 
knowledge of all the obligations of the Hansen-Synvest contract 
was attributable to Green River Group at the time clause 16(c) 
was added to the Synvest-Green River Group contract and when 
that contract was signed. It is much more consistent to infer 
that Boyd Hansen would not have allowed clause 16(c) to be 
inserted as it currently exists if it were meant to omit the 
obligations of the Hansen-Synvest contract, of which he had full 
knowledge. 
(2) The assumption clause specially inserted to the Uniform 
Real Estate contract between Synvest Corporation and Green River 
Group expressly provided that ,f[b]uyer agrees to abide and be 
bound by the conditions that appear in all underlying contracts." 
This clause was specifically typed in and added to the standard 
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agreement. It is unreasonable to imply that such a clause would 
be inserted into the contract if it was not to be adhered to. 
The fact that it was specifically added to the otherwise standard 
form at the time the contract was made indicates that the parties 
thought it important and essential to the contract. Elimination 
of any intended references to the Hansen-Synvest contract would 
render the added clause meaningless. The only reasonable 
interpretation is that it referred to the previous contract, with 
which Green River partners had been involved. 
The appellants contend that the interpretation of clause 
16(c) requires this Court to interpret the contract in question 
first, from the four corners of the document. Upon analysis, the 
express provision of clause 16(c) plainly and explicitly 
obligates the respondents, Green River Group, to undertake all 
obligations contained in contracts underlying the contract in 
question. This clause leaves no room for ambiguity or 
misinterpretation by the courts. Its wording is essentially 
the same as that already interpreted by the Utah Supreme Court in 
Prudential Federal Savings and Loan Association v. King, 22 
Utah 2d 379, 453 P.2d 697 (1969), determining that a deficiency 
judgment could be obtained against a third party purchaser. 
However, even if the Court should decide to go beyond the 
four corners of the documents, in accordance with Radley, supra, 
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the appellants contend further that the actions of the 
respondents and the circumstances surrounding the creation of the 
two contracts consistently affirm and characterize the intentions 
of Synvest and Green River Group as intentionally conferring a 
benefit upon the appellant. 
(3) Another indication of the intent of Synvest Corporation 
and Green River Group to include the appellants as a beneficiary 
of the contract is found in Green River Group's "Statement of all 
Property of Bankrupts." This statement clearly indicates that 
Green River Group themselves felt that their obligations to 
Hansens continued through Synvest Corporation, to-wit: 
Purchaser's interest in Uniform Real Estate 
Contract, dated September 1980 between . . . 
Hansenrsi as sellers and Svnvest Corporation 
as buyers subsequently assigned to 
Svnvest-Green River Group, now known as Green 
River Group. [Emphasis added.] 
(Exhibit 12). 
(4) A final factor reflecting the intentions of the Synvest 
Corporation-Green River Group is the evidence of payments being 
made on the account of Green River Group directly to the Hansens 
before the advent of delinquency. This action by the Green River 
Group strongly shows the recognition of an obligation running 
from themselves to the Hansens. This direct payment to the 
Hansens was in full accord with the obligations that Green River 
had assumed under the contract with Synvest Corporation. The 
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respondents contend that Green River Group is separate and 
distinct from Synvest and that the only obligation incurred by 
Green River Group ran to Synvest. This contention is 
inconsistent with the evidence of payments being made to Hansen 
directly. Such conduct is directly supportive of the intention 
of the parties to undertake the obligations of all contracts 
underlying the Synvest Corporation-Green River Group contract as 
required by clause 16(c). 
POINT III 
WHERE ACTUAL PRIVITY IS LACKING, AND WHERE THE 
CONTRACTING PARTIES HAVE ASSUMED AN OBLIGATION 
OR BENEFIT TO A THIRD PARTY, THE LAW WILL IMPLY 
PRIVITY BETWEEN THE CONTRACTING OBLIGOR AND THE 
THIRD PARTY OBLIGEE. 
Under the policy set forth in Lonas v. Metropolitan Mortgage 
and Securities Company, 432 P.2d 603 (Ala. 1967), the Hansens 
would be entitled to a deficiency judgment as a creditor 
beneficiaries. In that case, the issue was whether a contract 
that had been assigned could be enforced even though there was no 
privity of contract between the parties. In that case, the Becks 
entered into a real estate contract to purchase property from 
Master Builders, Inc. The Becks then assigned the "right, title, 
and interest" in the contract to the appellants. Master 
Builders, Inc., on the other hand assigned all of its "rights, 
title, and interest in and to said contract and in said property" 
to appellees. 
Appellees brought an action to require appellant to perform 
the terms and conditions of the contract. Appellant argued that 
they did not have to perform on the contract "because the 
assignment of the contract was an agreement solely between the 
appellant and the Becks and there was no privity between the 
appellant and the appellee." Id. 432 P.2d at 604. 
The Court first found that the appellant had assumed the 
obligations of the Becks under the contract. Next it held that 
the appellant had to perform the contract obligations for the 
appellee. The Court stated: 
Since the performance of the Beck's promise 
to pay the purchase price of the property 
would benefit someone other than the Becks, 
that is the seller, and would satisfy the 
Beck's duty to the seller, the latter was a 
creditor beneficiary, and the appellant's 
promise to discharge the Beck's obligation 
under the contract created a duty of 
appellants to the seller to perform the 
promise. As a creditor beneficiary, the 
seller could recover judgment against either 
the Becks or the appellants or against each 
of them as to the purchasers obligation under 
the contract. [Emphasis added]. 
Lonas, 432 P.2d at 604-605. 
By the same rationale, it is apparent that clause 16(c) 
obligated the Green River Group to assume the conditions of the 
Hansen-Synvest Corporation contract, including any payments for 
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deficiency after foreclosure, and regardless of privity. 
Thus, in creditor-beneficiary situations privity is established 
by implication of law. This implication makes possible the 
direct obligation running from the Green River to the appellant. 
In Biakania v. Irving, 49 Cal. 2d 647, 320 P.2d 16 (1958), 
the California Supreme Court held: 
The determination whether in any specific 
case the defendant will be held liable to the 
third person not in privity is a matter of 
policy and involves the balancing of various 
factors, among which are the extent to which 
the transaction was intended to affect 
the plaintiff, the foreseeability of harm to 
him, the degree of certainty that the 
plaintiff suffered injury, the closeness of 
the connection between the defendant's 
conduct and the injuries suffered, the moral 
blame attached to the defendant's conduct, 
and the policy of preventing future harm. 
Thus, the California court takes a policy-oriented posture 
in determining the necessity of implying privity when third 
parties are involved. Appellants herein contend that all of the 
policy considerations enunciated by the California court weigh 
heavily in favor of implying privity. The additional and 
specific insertion of clause 16(c) and knowledge attributed to 
Boyd Hansen, as agent, primary party, and real estate broker of 
the entire transaction, indicates the awareness of the 
respondents of the Hansen-Synvest Corporation contract and the 
obligations created thereunder. At the very least, the specific 
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insertion of such a clause and the knowledge of Hansen and Ramon 
Pratt creates an affirmative duty to either inform themselves and 
thereby seek to limit their liability, or to do nothing and be 
bound by the clause. Certainly there can be little question that 
the appellants were aware of the underlying Hansen-Synvest 
Corporation contract. 
Furthermore, not only was the injury to the appellants 
foreseeable by those who had been a party to both contracts, but 
the injury was the direct result of the refusal of the appellee 
to honor its contractual obligations. The very creation of 
Synvest Corporation was for the purpose of using it as a shell 
corporation and as a shield to the real parties in interest. 
Certainly this type of injury was foreseen and was the essence of 
Synvestfs existence. Furthermore, the capitalization was 
inadequate from the inception of the corporation, and as such 
default was imminent and at a minimal was foreseeable. (See 
Point IV) . The quit claim deeding of the motel property for 
$10.00 which was well below the market value of over $2 00,000.00, 
into a corporation with nearly non-existence assets not only 
intended to place the effect of the injury upon the appellant as 
an innocent party, but was the direct cause of such injury. 
The court is therefore required to pierce the corporate veil and 
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place the liability of the injury upon those parties directly 
responsible. 
In the absence of liability being properly placed upon Green 
River Group, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt, the appellants become 
the innocent victims of the schemes and fraudulent intentions of 
the respondents. Clearly the appellants bear no responsibility 
for the damages suffered. From the moral and policy-oriented 
standpoint delineated by the California Supreme Court, 
surrounding circumstances herein and evidence conclusively places 
the blame upon the appellants. 
However, policy considerations are not the only basis 
upon which this court is urged to base its decision. The general 
rule of law as set forth in Am. Jur. 2d states: 
The present rule in nearly all American 
jurisdictions is that a third person may, in 
his own right and name, enforce a promise 
made for his benefit even though he is a 
stranger both to the contract and to the 
consideration . . . This doctrine, 
originally an exception to the rule that no 
claim can be sued upon contractually unless 
it is a contract between the parties to the 
suit, has become so general and far-reaching 
in its consequences as to have ceased to 
be simply an exception, but is recognized as 
an affirmative rule . . . 
17 Am.Jur.2d. § 302. 
The courts have been given wide discretion to imply the 
presence of privity in situations where equity so demands. 
Indeed, so widespread has the practice become the rule rather 
than the exception. The appellants therefore argue that privity 
is not a bar to recovery against Green River Group. 
POINT IV 
SYNVEST CORPORATION IS THE ALTER EGO OF GREEN 
RIVER GROUP, A PARTNERSHIP, BOYD HANSEN, 
Z$D RAMON PRATT, INDIVIDUALS, AND THEREFORE, 
THE COURT SHOULD PIERCE THE CORPORATE VEIL 
AND IMPOSE LIABILITY UPON GREEN RIVER 
GROUP, BOYD HANSEN, AND RAMON PRATT. 
A properly organized and operating corporation is a legal 
entity separate and distinct from its shareholders, directors, 
and officers. Through the use of a corporation,- persons may 
conduct business while at the same time shielding their personal 
assets from the liabilities of that business. However, the legal 
fiction of the distinct corporate entity is not blindly 
acknowledged in all circumstances. 
The doctrine that a corporation is a legal 
entity existing separate and apart from the 
persons composing it is a legal theory 
introduced for the purposes of convenience 
and to subserve the ends of justice. The 
concept cannot, therefore, be extended to a 
point beyond its reason and policy, and when 
invoked in support of an end subversive of 
this policy, will be disregarded by the 
courts. 
18 Am.Jur.2d Corporations § 14 (1965), quoted approvingly in 
Stine v. Girola. 9 Utah 2d 22, 337 P.2d 62, 63 (1959). These 
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principles were succinctly summarized by the Utah Supreme Court 
in Dockstader v. Walker, 29 Utah 2d 370, 510 P.2d 526, 528 
(1973) . 
Ordinarily a corporation is regarded as a 
legal entity, separate and apart from its 
stockholders. However, the corporate veil 
which protects stockholders from liability 
for the debts of the corporation will be 
pierced and the true relationship between the 
stockholders and the corporation looked at 
where the legal entity is used to perpetrate 
a fraud, to justify a wrong, or to defeat 
justice. 
In other words, the Utah Supreme Court will pierce the 
corporate veil where the failure to do so would permit an 
injustice to occur. Although the Dockstader court only discussed 
the liability of the shareholders, other courts have expanded 
its reasoning to other persons as well. 
In Norman v. Murray First Thrift & Loan, 596 P.2d 1028 (Utah 
1979), the Supreme Court of Utah set forth the current 
two-pronged test for piercing the corporate veil: 
In order to disregard the corporate veil, 
there must be a concurrence of two circum-
stances: (1) there must be such a unity of 
interest and ownership that separate 
personalities of the corporation and the 
individual no longer exist, vis, the 
corporation is in fact, the alter ego of one 
or a few individuals; and (2) the observance 
of the corporate form would sanction a 
fraud, promote injustice, or an inequitable 
result would follow. 
Id. at 1030. 
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As to the first prong, the "unity of interest and ownership" 
test, courts usually find such identity where one person is the 
sole shareholder of the corporation and can manipulate the 
corporation as he pleases. See, e.g., Dockstader, 510 P.2d at 
528. However, courts may also find the necessary "unity of 
interest and ownership" when the corporation is in fact, the 
alter ego of one or a few individuals. Norman, 596 P.2d at 1030. 
(Emphasis added). Therefore, the fact that a corporation may be 
the alter ego of more than one person or even a partnership, does 
not preclude this court from piercing the corporate veil and 
making the real parties in interest liable for their actions. 
The real parties in interest in the present care are Green 
River Group, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt. As for Synvest 
Corporation, it was nothing more than a sham and merely provided 
a corporate shield for the real parties to hide behind once 
their activities began to cause them problems. Proof of this 
sham and the fact that Synvest Corporation is the alter ego of 
the real parties in interest is provided by reference to 
certified copies showing the names of the individuals involved in 
both Synvest Corporation and Green River Group and the complete 
name of the Green River Group, (See Exhibit "C") the circum-
stances surrounding a quit claim deed conveyed from Green River 
Group to Synvest Corporation, (See Exhibit "D") and certain 
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signatures on a promissory note that was part of a down payment 
for the motel property (See Exhibit "E"). 
According to the certified copies obtained from the Depart-
ment of Business Regulation of the State of Utah, Boyd Hansen and 
Ramon Pratt are principals in both Synvest Corporation and Green 
River Group. Furthermore, the complete name of the Green River 
Group is Synvest-Green River, a partnership. Those facts 
indicate that Green River Group, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt had 
more than minor association with Synvest Corporation and that 
there does exist a unity of ownership between the parties. 
Secondly, on February 29, 1984, Green River Group quit 
claimed the motel property back to Synvest Corporation for a mere 
$10.00. The property's fair market value is over hundreds of 
thousands of dollars. The fact that such an outlandish trade 
was made indicates that there exists an identity of interest 
between Green River Group and Synvest Corporation. 
Finally, when Synvest Corporation made a down payment of 
$70,000.00 on the motel property, $33,750.00 was paid by a 
promissory note signed by Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt as 
individuals. They did not sign as corporate officers as they 
should have done if they were signing for Synvest Corporation. 
On the whole, Green River Group, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt's 
actions show an identity of interest and ownership with Synvest 
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Corporation such that Synvest Corporation is in reality the 
alter ego of the aforementioned real parties in interest. 
Another important factor the court looks to is whether 
certain statutory formalities have been met. "The first prong of 
the [alter ego] test is often termed the formalities requirement" 
and "is established upon a showing of the corporation's failure 
to observe [certain] statutory formalities." Dale v. Gardner, 
583 P.2d 1262, 1268 (Utah 1984). In Utah, the formalities 
required of a corporation organized under Utah law include inter 
alia: record keeping, shareholder's meetings, adequate 
capitalization, stock issuance, etc. Utah Code Annotated § 
16-10-1, et seq., Business Corporation's Act (1953 and Supp. 
1983). When such formalities are not followed, the corporation 
is not acting like a corporation. 
The relevance of the formality requirements to the doctrine 
of alter -ego was noted in Management Committee v. Grevstone 
Pines, 652 P.2d 896 (Utah 1982). In the Greystone Pines 
decision, the Utah Supreme Court reversed the trial court's 
directed verdict for the defendant, finding that there existed a 
question of fact regarding the plaintiff's alter ego theory where 
the plaintiff had shown: 
That the defendant corporation was under 
capitalized: that its capital requirements 
were met by notes co-signed by the individual 
defendants: that its business was conducted 
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as that of a partnership; that the individual 
defendants received checks from the defendant 
corporation designated partner's draw; that 
the defendant corporation was not governed by 
any by-laws in existence; that no formal 
corporate meetings were held; and that the 
individual defendants withdrew substantial 
corporate assets as draws, bonuses, or 
management fees, at a time when plaintiff was 
attempting to recover on its claims. 
Id., at 899. 
In the present case, corporate formalities have not been 
followed and the corporation has acted as the alter ego of Green 
River Group, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt almost from the start. 
Although Synvest Corporation entered into a contract with the 
appellants in this case on September 1, 1980 and simultaneously 
conveyed the property to Green River Group, recording around 
December, 1980, Synvest Corporation was not qualified to do 
business in the State of Utah until December 31, 1981. Such 
action shows flagrant disregard for Utah corporate laws and that 
Synvest Corporation as a corporate entity was not really intended 
by the real parties in interest to carry on business. 
A more important factor, as pointed out in the Greystone 
Pines decision, showing that Synvest Corporation was the alter 
ego of Green River Group, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt, is that 
Synvest Corporation was under capitalized during most, if not 
all, of the contract period. It continuously failed to meet its 
obligations according to the agreed upon terms of the contract 
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and finally ended up in default. Synvest Corporation did not 
even appear at trial to try and prevent a default judgment from 
being rendered against it because it had no assets. Such 
complete undercapitalization on the part of a corporation 
indicates that its existence as a corporate entity was primarily 
to protect the real parties in interest while they dealt in their 
individual and partnership capacities behind the corporate veil. 
Another detail that shows that Synvest Corporation was the 
alter ego of the real parties in interest is that the assets of 
Synvest Corporation and Green River Group, Boyd Hansen and Ramon 
Pratt were intermingled. As previously discussed, Green River 
Group quit claimed property back to Synvest Corporation for a 
mere $10.00, although the property was worth much more. The 
property was shuffled back and forth in an attempt to maximize 
protection against any liability and the question of who owned 
the property was never of any great concern. 
Furthermore, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt contributed to 
Synvest Corporation's initial down payment on the motel property 
by signing a promissory note for $33,750.00 in their individual 
capacities. That action shows that Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt 
were willing to combine their own personal funds with those of 
Synvest Corporation and to become personally liable for their 
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promissory note to enable Synvest Corporation to purchase the 
property. 
Based upon the fact that Synvest Corporation did not concern 
itself with corporate formalities, that it was usually, if not 
always under-capitalized, and that it had funds and assets 
co-mingled with the real parties in interest, a showing has been 
made in accord with the precedent established by the Utah Supreme 
Court that Synvest Corporation is the alter ego of Green River 
Group, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt. Thus, Synvest Corporation's 
corporate shield should not be allowed to be utilized as a sword 
and the real parties in interest held liable for any deficiencies 
or damages suffered by the appellants. 
The second prong of the Norman test, and the most important, 
provides that a corporate entity will be disregarded where 
recognizing that it would "sanction a fraud, promote injustice, 
or an equitable result." Norman, 596 P.2d at 1030. Piercing the 
corporate veil is and always has been one of the equitable powers 
of a court to use to prevent injustice. For this reason, the 
particular facts of each case are extremely critical. Indica-
tions of overreaching or otherwise dishonest and irregular 
practices by corporate directors, shareholders or other 
principals should justify a courtfs action in exercising its 
equitable powers to pierce the corporate veil. Although the Utah 
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Supreme Court has stated that it will "exercise great caution" in 
piercing the veil, Shaw v, Bailey McCune Co., 355 P.2d 321 (Utah 
1960), it will do so to prevent injustice. 
In the present case, a great injustice will occur to the 
appellants, who are innocent of any wrong doing, if the corporate 
veil is not pierced and Green River, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt 
are not held liable. As noted previously, Synvest Corporation 
has no assets and is in default. The appellants have foreclosed 
on the motel property and after selling it at a judicial sale 
there still exists a large deficiency after the sale. If Green 
River Group, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt are not held liable for 
that deficiency and other damages that have been found by the 
lower court to exist, then the appellants will be without remedy. 
As the court is already aware, Synvest Corporation entered 
into a contract with the appellants on September 1, 1980. Boyd 
Hansen and Ramon Pratt were corporate officers. Boyd Hansen was 
also the real estate broker who put the entire transaction 
together. Simultaneously, Synvest Corporation assigned the 
contract to Green River Group, a partnership and recorded it 
four months later. Since that time, Synvest Corporation has 
existed merely as a corporate shell and Green River Group, Boyd 
Hansen and Ramon Pratt have carried on all of the corporation's 
business as partners and individuals. Synvest Corporation did 
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not have an identity separate from Green River Group, Boyd Hansen 
and Ramon Pratt. 
When business took a turn for the worst, Green River Group, 
Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt did everything in their power to 
avoid Synvestfs contractual obligations with the appellants. 
They made promises, they made accusations, they put the partner-
ship into bankruptcy, they quit claimed the motel property deed 
back to Synvest Corporation when it had no assets, and they 
defaulted in reliance on their being protected - from any 
deficiency or other damages by the corporate shield. 
Green River Group, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt's activities 
show a blatant disregard for their contractual obligations and 
for the welfare of others. They attempted a business venture, 
entered into a contract with the appellants, went into debt, and 
eventually went into default; however, because they initially set 
up a corporation, which from the beginning was nothing more than 
a sham, they now attempt to avoid liability by hiding behind the 
corporate shield. That injustice should not be permitted to 
occur. To prevent such injustice to the appellants, this Court 
must pierce the corporate veil and hold the real parties interest 
liable for any deficiencies and damages the appellants are found 
to have suffered. 
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POINT V 
BECAUSE GREEN RIVER GROUP WAS IN SOLE POSSESSION 
OF THE MOTEL, JUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF THE HANSENS 
AWARDING DAMAGES OF WASTE AGAINST ONLY SYNVEST 
IS INADEQUATE. 
Waste is a species of tort which can be very generally 
defined as the destruction, misuse, alteration, or neglect of 
premises by one lawfully in possession thereof, to the prejudice 
of the estate or interest of another, 78 Am. Jur. 2d, Waste § 1; 
Jowdv v. Guerin. 457 P.2d 745 (1969). 
The word waste is not arbitrary but has specific meaning 
and context. In the case at bar, the waste under scrutiny is 
that of permissive waste.*
 { This waste is characterized as the 
failure to exercise the ordinary care of a prudent man, for the 
preservation and protection of those with an interest in the 
estate. 
One of the distinguishing characteristics of waste is that 
it is committed by one who is in lawful possession of the 
property. Since Green River had possession of the land since 
September 1, 1980 and was charged with a responsibility to leave 
the land in good repair, the Hansens, who had a continuing 
interest in the land, should be able to recover from Green River 
Group. 
The right of one who has a specific lien against real 
estate to restrain the commission of waste thereon by the owner 
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or other person in possession thereof, to the prejudice of the 
lienholder is well established. 78 Am. Jur. 2d, Waste § 13 . 
Ordinarily, courts only interfere to stay future waste, and 
only under special circumstances will it undertake to grant 
restitutional or compensatory relief. Northcraft v. Blumauer, 
101 P. 871. The reason for this was based upon the common law 
differences between the equity action of staying the waste and 
the tort action at law granting damages; however, currently power 
is implied in courts, through combined equitable and legal 
jurisdiction, to grant complete relief, permitting an accounting 
for the wastes committed upon the land. 
The trial court granted the appellants, Hansens, damages for 
waste that had been committed upon the land. The trial court 
found that waste had been committed upon the land in the amount 
of $91,866.23. However, the court held that only Synvest 
Corporation was liable for the waste committed upon the property. 
The appellants contend that such an award is recoverable from 
Green River Group in addition to Synvest Corporation. 
In the present case, Synvest Corporation was never in full 
possession of the property so as to commit the waste upon the 
premises. Immediately after receiving the property from the 
Hansens under the Uniform Real Estate Contract, they sold the 
property to Green River Group, who then took control of the 
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property. It was Green River Group who was responsible for the 
deteriorating condition of the real estate in question and who 
allowed the permissive waste to occur. Thus, it was Green River 
Group who committed the tort against the interest held by the 
Hansens in the property. The appellants contend that because of 
the direct role and actions of Green River Group, Synvest 
Corporation and Green River Group should be held jointly liable 
for the waste committed upon the interest of the Hansens. 
The appellants also contend that waste damages are recover-
able under the aforementioned theories of alter ego. As the 
alter ego of Synvest Corporation, Green River Group is avoiding 
responsibility for the waste committed upon the land under its 
terms of ownership. Allowing such circumvention by failing to 
pierce the corporate veil and place the responsibility where it 
properly belongs, inequitably denies an innocent party of 
the value of its interest in the land. This Court should not 
allow corporate manipulation to - infringe upon the proprietary 
interests of the Hansens. Evident herein is the fraudulent 
attempt to escape waste liability by corporate manipulation. 
It has been generally recognized that a lienholder has an 
interest in preventing waste upon his security interest. This 
is exemplified by a mortgagor-mortgagee relationship. 
Consequently, the legal possessor of the land holds in trust for 
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those with security interests, 9 Thompson on Real Property, § 
4780 (1958). Similarly, in the instant case, Green River Group 
was a holder in trust of the land to those who owned security 
interests in the property. As a holder in trust, they had a 
direct obligation to those with security interests in that land. 
The waste committed upon the land was violative directly upon 
the security rights of the Hansens. The direct nature of the 
tort influence upon the interests of the Hansens should, 
therefore, give a presumption in favor of recovery. There need 
be no privity in such a tort action. 
Under Utah Code Annotated § 78-38-2, it states? 
If a guardian, tenant for life or years, 
joint tenant, or tenant in common, of real 
property commits waste thereon, any person 
aggrieved by the waste may bring an action 
against him therefore, in which action there 
may be a judgment for treble damages. 
The appellants contend that Green River Group was the 
guardian of the land and the security interest held by the 
Hansens and that, Hansens as an "aggrieved party" they are 
entitled to a direct judgment against Green River Group. 
CONCLUSION 
Hansens sold the motel to Synvest Corporation who then 
immediately sold the motel to Green River Group. Only one 
reasonable conclusion can be drawn from analysis of the 
applicable contracts, from the intent of the parties and from 
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the events surrounding the transactions — Green River Group 
assumed or was assigned the obligation to Hansens, the Hansens 
were the intended beneficiaries of that assumption or assignment, 
alleged lack of privity is not a bar to that relationship and 
any judgment in favor of the Hansens for deficiency and waste 
should correctly be rendered against Green River Group, Boyd 
Hansen and Ramon Pratt, Furthermore, Synvest is only the 
alter-ego of Green River Group, Boyd Hansen and Ramon Pratt and 
therefore, judgment should be rendered in favor of Hansens 
against those parties. 
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U t W J B I J a! t - * » r v C o i . n f N S u u ef U u h %» » i i 
Mar* aajlacwWIy eVrrribed as fallows -oo--»e r < , » ^ „ . % . 
>^ _>-"'-*£ 
r V - k ~- " *» 
•ft« - U - -
S. Said Byver bereby agrcea to tnUr into peeaeaaiori an^ pay for aead dc»crib»-d strmtirt the »um of £44*4. . 
Hundred s i x t y - f i v e thousand , Dalian U.H_5_i_*_i_ ) 
pa > able at lb* e{J*ec of Seller, kia aiaif na ar arscr __»«._«_««.«»____»_«___«^ 
•tnellj -nthm the followm* Hart, ta wit ..fjrvfnry Thnu«iann> , 1« 7 0 , 0 0 0 OO j 
cash, the receipt af which aa bereb> acknevkdfc., and the balance ef 1 * 9 3 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 »Kall W pax* at feiltva 
•.$3,012.75 on the first day of November,December, January, February, 
M-rch and April of each year. 
o.$3.512.75 on the first day of Hay and October of each year. 
C $6032.75 on the first dev of June of each year 
do$7,0l2.75 oo the first day of July, August, and September of each Y(.ar 
Peaaeaaier ef aaad preraiaea ahaII be delivered la buyer an the * * • , day ef S e P l _ ifi 8 C 
4 Said mentrly p»)rr»-iti are te be arpHcd fi-at to the payment ef interrat and ercond la the reducticr «,' t>ie 
p'irtipal Interest arall be charged frorf S e P t e r . ^ e r 1 . 1 9 8 0 - , _ _ _ _ _ _ ar all unpaid pcrticrs o* the 
j»rc>i«e p*ire at t* ' rale tg i£J2 p*i ceni ( J 0 0 0 ^ ) p e r mrr Vn The Bu\«r at h>» aption at ar> .irre 
rray p*y ar-cu U >r eareis cf the r e * H> pa)meni« «pcr the un}»>d balanre rvbyrci 1c thr limiui*on» of any m i n t a g e 
«• tcr *r»c*. fc^ tVe Lt ir r«"i - i i ' u m t i , lurf e»<"e»» tc bt avr^^^ ci'ht r Lr unj i ii* ptirnpal o ir j"rep*>rr« \ c ' ix. ^re 
i u U ' r t r l j a* ti.e «.«clicn of the b»}er uhich ekcticr rru«t be rrade at th? time tKe rire^s ra>ment is rradc 
I It u ur»d\ %u d i - d i p t i d l h r if t h Telle f arte pi r * > r « n t f'nrr 'hr Bu\»r or th s tor tract leas U a- »cr< d u f 
tc t>r terms here r anrnticrrd then b> ao domj it «iU ir. nc «a> alter the tcrmj of the rontract aa to the forfeiture 
heremafur aUpu'aUd, ar aa ic any other rcmedtca 9t the aeller 
( It n understood tha* there preaently estaU an ©bbcatlon againtt aaid proj«erty ir favor of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
V J o y c e » t e t i o r . - . I l h a n ^ p , ^ __i4 n„ ce 
| _ _ _ 1 0 2 _ i _ I _ _ 3 aa o< Sgr terhgr 1 5 . 196C 
1 Seller rep*»vrrta tha* there are ne unpaid aprcul irrproicmrrt dutrir. U i r s re*ennf in-provemenls to aatd prerr 
uea r e v »r tne p*c-c»i of be n j installed or mhfh have beer eomple ed and net p»id tot e u U U r d i r j mgm r« »«id p cf 
er t j , except the folic* >ng • v o n e 
I Tae Seh** la $i>er the cptior to aeeurc, eaeeule and maintair lo-ns •e'-ured b% aaid prop«rt} of not tc earrtd the 
tl en snpaid tontrael balance hereunder, bearms mtereat at the rate of not te **rt+<! TT.r ^trttri 
•3 0 . 0 ? rr) pti anrur- and payable in ref t la r inontrli tnatallmenU prowoVd that the «crr«>c»te r» cnthlj in«Ullrr»ent 
pa>r>e-_s req-'-ed to be made bj Seller or aaid k#art ahall not be freatrr thar r-rr (n»i*Jlrren na>rrrnt reQ red t b» 
n *«,r b> tre £u>e* wnce* th « contract V\ nm the pnncipa' due hereunder h«« U-t n re « <-rd te. the arr c t r c ' ar> »u-h 
U*-i ar_i rrc**rafei the -^r* e* i f f r i »o eon»ej and the B~wr afrec* tc mr^epx ti it tc tre a l e t c 6ryc:il«-e r*«.^#rt> 
a«^,,r£t tc aa J lw-n« and rrcrtfafe» 
V ti the Bujer deafea tc e a e m « e his npht thretr^ arcelerated paymerta under th « ar^*ement te paj e'f i n tbli 
(a ict_- «,tta*a*»d r j a 6 r ( ' thia a f r e r m n ar*"™ s*1- P*opert) it ah».l l»e tr- K j f r j cbl fatii ,- tc. a »„fr'f a-d 
ja> i t ) penalty ^v»ch rra% be required en prer»>m«Tl e ' aaid prior ob' j-a <. r* Fr<i«vner« rerahie* »r j f j ^ t 
tc i t ia ic-r a-rain „ and rrtp«rt% mcurrrd bj »tl«c a fte* dale of thi« a i ^ f r e r l ahtll be paid bj »ri er _-!»•• 
#>id ct* r* c-« are a s * „ - e d e* mrprtytd bj l -yer 
)( Tre tu>er » j ie« v # f - » n ' W r recj»,« * er t-» «^ J tc rraVe a^r ""• c tc a r* at ^ k r e r UT a let c* «„cr 
a"*e„*. as ca" be »<r.i«£ *.*drr tre repj'atu*'' e*" aaid Irrder i n ' fie et a .^i»-r« tc * j . \ a \ i n t . - ! ac i»r« v<c LIOT 
twe Jtrchaje p~*ce a lcxe rrtrUoned and tc execute the paper- required anc ph \ er» r»I< tne experae* necea»a > ir o* 
t*J- nr aaii k»an the Sclit a free inf tc par t>t other ore half ©rr\ided hf-**er t>at th^ mer'r l ) pajment* and 
in #reat rate r«-q_sred «r-al ntt exr«ed the mon'Mj pa>mrnt* anr intrtr«t sat« •« C J » ' i f d *ho\e 
11 The B->er ari«e» tc pay al ta»r* and a-ae^srrrnU e f exer* Ln d and r» _»r % rr a'» ur u>icl rra% be as*» s»ed 
a*»d *htcv rraj bercrre due or theie prcmisfj d-*irjr the lifr of tri* - f r i m - f r i Th« ^iller I ere I,} covtraria ar d afire* 
that t veie a e re a*seas—.er_s a f a i n t aaid premiaca eaccp the folios r r. 
7 f f 5» t 'u""rer coxr-*- « a*d a»re«* ti a hr »»ill not d 'aul ir tr» |»)»* r of r • • ' u» " «> ar* r«t •.»> J j- cf<rlj 
. 9 * H 
% t f The Bwytr agreet U pay the fenerel totes after I 
pttev>er l , n w 
13 The Buyer further • j r e e t la keep ad fcturablc Wildtngt pad fteapraet meat* an aetd prembei taeured in a cam 
»•»» acceptable U the Sailer la the • maun I af wet arts than the P*p»»d Usance art thlt ean tract, a* I 
• a d U e t t i g a aaid ia sura axe U the teller at art Interest* may appear and U deliver the stseurence pelky la hm 
all tr the peymeat af enr tpeeia1 ar feneral taxes, aaeettiacn** ar lfwur.net 
*> at h a a©Hon pay aaid tatea, u t e u m t n U end meurenee premiema mr either 
n the Buyer afreet U lupey the BelWr apon demand. afl auch aumt aa advanced 
14 In the ewent the Buyer •hat! default 
premiums at herein prwvujed. the Seller me  
• f them and if Seller fleet* aa la do. then t e uyer afreet  lupejr 1— . _ r - _. _ . ._ . - .-
•ltd pe.d b> him. tare ther with Interest there** Iram date af H ^ I ( • ' •••< •*"*• * l the rate at te af • • * percent per 
twamth a m i paid. 
I I Buyer a f r e e t Out he anil act eammlt 9t buffer la he awtnmltted ai.y watte, aweil. wr dettructien m ar apon 
aauj prenuect awd that he will taaialata aaid prtmiae* hi faad aaaditien 
14- l a the event af a failure at ewmply with U c term* hereof ay the Buyer, ar ape* failure af the Bayer U make 
-40- . day* thereafter, the any payment mt a i y a r t U when the tame thai! became due, mr within , 
Bern/, at his aptien ah*I! have the following alternative remedies 
A Belter that! have the. right war>r failure mt the Buyer to remedy the default ertlhm five days after writUn nalicc 
to be rva»e«*d fram alt eblicet»en» In law and In equity %e eenvey eeld property. and all payment* which have 
ween made thereto fare an tht> rem reel by the Buyer, ahall be forfeited to the Seller at liquidated damaget for 
, the too-performance af the eentract tnd the Buyer agrees that the Seller may at bit aption IT tnter and take 
possession af aaid prermtet without legal preceatei at in i u flrat and farmer e i U l t , together with all improve 
m e n u and additions made by the Buyer thereon, mni the taid additions and improvement* ahall remain with 
the land bare me the property af the Seller, the Buyer becoming at •nee a tenant at will af the Seller, ar 
B The Seller anay bring tutt and recover Judgment far all dtltnquent Installment, Including rests and attorneys 
feet ( l a e ate ml thu remedy an ane mt more aerations ahall *»t prevent the Seller, at his aptien. fram retorting 
te ace mf the ether resnrctei hereunder In the event af a tuba*Quent dcftull) mt 
C The Seller ahall have the right, at hu aptior, and upon arritten notice to the Buyer, to declare the entire anpaid 
balance hereunder at once dot and payable, and may alert te treat this cenliart at a a t U and taertsjage, and past 
title to the Buyer aubject thereto, and proceed Immediately ta foreclose the aame la accordance with the laws af 
the B u t e mt Utah, and ha«e the property aaid mnd the proceeds applied to the payment af the balance awing 
including ewtts and attorney't fees, and the Sellc* may have • Judgment for anj deficiency mhirh an*> remei-
In the taae af foreclosure the Seller hereunder, upon the filing of a complaint ahall be immediately entitled to 
the appointment af a receiter t* take possession af aaid mortgaged property and rolled the rents, ietbci and 
profits therefrom and appl* the aame to the payment af the obligation hcreunjer »r bold the aame pu~suar* 
to order af the court and the Seller, upon entry af judgment 9t foreclosure, ahall be entitled to the posscssicr 
ml the aatd premises during the period af redemptior 
11 It u agreed that time is the ease nee af this agreement 
IF In the event there are an> bent or encumbrances against aaid premiers other thar thotc herein pranded for or 
referred to. mt in The event an> liens ar encumbrances ather than herein provided for ahall hereafter accrue against the 
aame b> e c u or neglect mt the Seller, then the Buyer may, at h u aption. way and discharge the aame and receive er«u*it 
an the amount then remaining 4ut hereunder In the amount af any tucf payment or payment* and thereafter the pa>-
ments herein provided ta be made. ma>. at the option af the Buyer, he auapenrled until aurh time at auch autpended 
pays-ents ahall equal any aumt advanced aa aforesaid 
! • The Seller an receiving the payment* herein reserved ta he paid at the time and in the manner above mention* J 
a i. fee* to execute and deliver to the Buyer ar at t ignt , a food and auffictent warranty deed conveying the tit I* to the 
above described premises free and clear »f all encumbrancea eacept as herein mentioned and except aa maj have accrued 
b> pr through the acta ar sseglect af the Buyer, and to furnish at hit expense. • policy af title insurance in the i n o u i t 
• f tht purchase prirr or at the aptior of the Seller, ar abstract brought to date a* time of aale or at er> time durirg the 
terrr of this aereemert . *t at time of delivery af deed, at the Ujption af Buyer 
tC It is hereby express!) understood and agreed by the parties b e r e u that the Buyer accepts the aaid prop*rt> 
in its present condition and that there are no repretcnUtions, covenants mr agreements bclwecr the parties here'.c v.ul 
reference to said prope-t> exeep* as herein tpecu'ically act ferth ar attached heretc Su^CT a g r e e s t o i b i c e e n : 
b r h n . m ^ hv r h r r n i . ^ t i o p i ; fh.-^r a p i p n r l n ftl1 u n d c r l v i n c c o n t r a c t . 
21 The Bu>cr and Seller each agree that ahould they default ir. any af the covenant* ar agreements contained here 
ha. that the defaulting party aha!) pay all cost* and expenses, STKlwdinr a reasonable attorney t fee which ma> ante 
9t accrue fr©T enfe-emr. this agreement, ar in obtaining povsesuor ©f the premise: covered hercb) or in pursu ng an) 
renrdj prowdrd hereunder ar b> the tUtute i af the State af H u h whether auch remedy is pursued by fil .rr a tu • 
•r other* isr 
22 It is undrTsL&od that the ttijuletiors aforesaid are to apr^> to and bind the heirs eiecutors. edmirtstrato-j t - ' 
t i s i J - i . ard s s n t r « of the respective psrtiei heretc / 
IK WITNESS WHEREOF, the i t id pa-t»es te this agree mera-haveAerf-urt/ signed their name! tKr day a - d > r i -
«•»• • ' - » • • '•«"• ^^^-/M^CJ—W<^-c ^v7/'. hgt-i in tee p-ese-'w of 
J L ^ -£>» H r t £L jrJ-
STATE OF UTAH ) 
t 
County of Sa l t Lake ) 
Sclle 
Or the 1st d a y o f Septecber, I960, personal ly 
atrpearcd before DC Brent D. Hcnscr., Kaih^eer 
r . Hansen, Kert E. Hansen Svlvia 
5 [ V. Banse, whe being duly sworn did] 
^ J l s a y thtjt they the ci^nerr of the 
v^Ybvfsi, a Neva/a Corporation 
^^ 0 Bi?>er 
C 
. c : 
jj aacvc ln£trtr-cnt did executed the 




t'> Cc-.-i«;sion expires^ 












Property located tn Emery County, State o f Utah, t o w i t -
* I 
y £ r c e U . : Beginning at a point 300 feet' East of the Northwest 
corner of Tract 102, FIRST DIVISION OF CREEK RIVER, « « o r d i n I 
to the o f f i c i a l p la t thereof , and Running thence Southwesterly 
to a point 131.24 f e e t West of the Southeast corner of IliA *' 
Tract 102, and 300 feet East of the' Southwest o w n e r o f " j t j 
Tract 102; thence East 131.24 feet;' thence North to the 
Northeast corner of said Tract 102; thence West 127 36 feet 
to beginning. LESS State Road Right of Way. 
P a r c c l
 *'• *
e8 l™? l 3 ,S a t • P ° i n t « ^ e t West of the Southwest 
corner of Block 2 , FIRST DIVISION OF CREEK RIVER UTAH and 
running thence North 400 f e e t ; thence West 266 f e e t thence 
South 400 f e e t ; thence East 266 feet to the point of bee innin* 
Also sometimes described as "Court House" Block in s a i d ^ i r s t 8 " 
Division of Green River , Utah. f i r s t 
All of the above parce l s subject to easements, r e s t r i c t i o n s 
encroachments and r i g h t s of way of record or enforceable in* 
EXHIBIT 3" 
101 
UNIFORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT 
1 THIS AGREEMENT, made in duplicate this . 
by and between SYNVEST CORPORATION. A KE1A1A 
. dsy o f . , A D 1 9 -
CORP . 
hereinafter designated as the Seller, and GREEN PIVER CRPIT . A UTAH CENTRAL PARTSFRSt'TP 
hereinafter designated as the Bujer, of . 
2 WITNESSETH That the Seller, for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to sell and convey to the buyer 
and the buyer for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to puret-_se the following described real property situate in 
the county of . 
_ry Counts, S u t e of U u h toowit 
More particular!/ described as follows 
SEE SCHEDULE "A" ATTACHED 
8. Said Buyer hereby agrees to enter into possession and pay for said described premu 
Hundred For ty - f ive Thousand 
.D©!i»r« /» 6&s.nnn.nn} 
payable at tha office of Seller, his assigns or ardor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
strictly within the following tunas, to-wit One Hundred F i f t y Thousand 
cash, tha receipt of which Is hereby acknowledged, and the balance of J™ 
- « ISP.PWiOP) 
. shall be paid as follows: 
a. $3,012.75 on the first day of November, December, January, February, 
March and April of each year. 
b. $3,512*75 on the first day of hay and October of each year. 
Cc $6,012*75 on the first da> of June of each year., 
do $7,012.75 on the first day of July, August and September of each year. 
Possession of said premises shall be delivered to buyer on the . 1st . i»y of September 19. 80 
4 Said montbry payment.-, are to be applied first to the payment of interest and second to the reduction of the 
principal. Interest shall be charged from ,„ ,,Spnf f»TT)hpr 1 , 1 9 f i 0 _ « _ _ on a!! unpaid portions of tha 
purchase pnee a t the rate of T p n per cent ( 1 0 . 0D *%) per annum The Buyer, at his option at anytime 
n a y pay amounts in excess of the monthly payments upon the unpaid balance subject to the limitations of any mortgage 
or contract by the Buyer herein assumed, such excess to be applied either to unpaid principal or in prepayment of future 
installments at the election of the buyer, which election must be made at the time the excess payment u made 
6 It is understood and agreed that if the Selle- accepts payment from the Buyer on this contract less than according 
to the terms herein mentioned, then by so doing it will in no way alter the terms of the contract as to the forfeiture 
hereinafter stipulated, or a s to any other remedies of the seller 
6. It b understood that there presently exists an obligation against said property in favor of . 
Joyce Nation . with an unpaid balance of 
$207,821.01 , as of S e p t e m b e r 1 5 . 1 9 8 0 
7 Seller represents that there are no unpaid special improvement district taxes covering improvements to said prem-
ises now in the process of being installed or which have been completed and no* paid for, outstanding against said prop-
ertj except the following * Q^ ~ __, 
E Tne Seller is given the option to secure, execute and maintain loans secu^d b> said propert> of not to exceed the 
then unpaid cont-act balance hereunder hearing interea* at the rate o' no* to exceed . !_____ , percert 
{ 1 0 0 0 , ) p e r annum and pa>abl*> in regular month!) installment-, piovide-d that the agrregate monthly installment 
payments required to be made bj Seller on said loan* shall not be grcaur tha* ea-r mstallmer' paynen* requi-vd tc bs 
rriAi'c b> the Buyer under this contract Whrr the principal dje hereunder has been reduced to the amount of any such 
1 «i • and mortgages the Seller agree* to convey end the Bujer agrees to accept title to the above described prepe-ty 
subject to snid loans and mortgages ^ 
JJ If the Bujer desires to exercise hts right through acre'rrated pajments urdcr th « agreem»n> to pa) off any oV 
gntton? outs*and ng at date of this agrtcmerS ag* -at said p-«pert\ i» shot! be the Bu>er's obligation to assume and 
p«> ary penalty which m i ) be required en prepa>rner* of said prior obligations Prepay m»~t penalises IF respect 
to ©Mentions against said propert* incurred bj selle- after date o ' thii agreement shall be paid b> seller unless 
said ob i^ations are assumed or *?pro\ed b> buyer 
10 The E«tve* agree* upon written request o ' thr Seller to m*ke apnhca'ion tc s rc'mble lena-r fo- a lo*n cf sc-h 
amount a_ can oe secured unde- th* regulations of sci I Under am' hr-rc' v agrees *o applj an\ a r - c r t so received v.pon 
tnc purchase price above mentioned, and to execute tue pape * required nnrf pay one hal' thr expense*, nece_*nrv in ob 
t o r ^ p said loa- the Selie- agreeing to psv the othe- one r s " provided houeve- thn* thr rro-*hlv payment* a~d 
i- rr * rate reqjirerf sr-al' not txceed the n o n ' r ' j pavne"t5 a ' ir e-cst rat*- as OJ' 1 nee' nbove 
11 Th* D u j f agrees to pav ol? U x « and as » ^ " •",_> cf ever\ kin<' and rs* »e vhich a e o- which ma> Le asses-e i 
e r i wh cV nn> b f o m r du- o~ thes- pre—iise3 dicing Oe lift- o' thi agnemen The Se'le h e - c l , covi^s^ij ard ag-ee* 
t^-" tre-e ore no aasess-ie-'-* aga nst M G premised exce» the *u \sitK 
Kn L 
Tr* Sel er furtn*r covenants and agrees that he wi no' cc 'a . l t in the p.»} rnent o ' his obligations again>» sa d prop- ' 
102 
The Buyer agrees to pay the *«neral U s e s after S e p t e m b e r 1 , 1 9 8 0 
15. The Buyer further agrees to keep a)! insurable bui lding and im/.roveowi.u on KH'HI j.r« n u v * tn»ure«* in a com-
pany acceptable to the Seller In the amount of not less than the unpaid balance or. this eontrart. «.r I. . _ 
and to a»sign said insurance to the Seller as his interests may appear and to deliver the i n s u r a n t policy to h.m 
14. In the event the Buyer shall default in the payment of any *>ptcial or fcenernl taxes. «i»r!um«n'j o- in»urarsre 
premiums as herein provided, the Seller may. at hts option, pu) said Urr>, as^ssmcr.vs and insurance prcmiu.-r^ or either 
of them, and if Seller elects so to do. then the Buyer screes to rcpa> the Seller upon .Vmand. al! such sum* »c advanced 
and paid by him, together with interest thereon from date of payment of **»d >um« at the rate of \ of one percent prr 
month until paid. 
36. Buyer acrees that he will net commit or suffer to be enriimitled any wa*tr. »j»o»l, or d«»lrocli««n in «r ujK>n 
said premises, and that he will maintain said premise* in good condition. 
16. In the event of a failure to comply with the terms hereof by the Buyer, or upon failure of the Buyer to make 
anv payment or payments when the same ahall become due. or within —SQ_ day% thereafter, the 
Seller, at his option shall have the following: alternative remedies: 
A. Seller shall have the right, upon failure of the Buyer to remedy the default within five days after wrl tu n notice. 
to be released from al! obligations in law and in equity to convey said property, and ail payments whuh have 
been made theretofore on this contract by the Buyer, shall he forfeited to the Seller as liquidated damages for 
the non-performance of the contract, and the Buyer agrees 'hal the Seller may at his option re-enter and take 
possession of aaid premises without legal processes as in its first and former estate, together with at: improve-
ments mnd additions made by the Buyer thereon, and the aaid additions and trnpro\-rm+nis #ha?J rrrr.min with 
the land become the property of the Seller, the Buyer hi-roming at once a tenant at will of the S- i icr; or 
B. The Seller may bring suit and recover judgment for all delinquent installments, including costs and attorneys 
fees. (The use of thi* remedy on one or more occasions shall not prevent the Seller, at his option, frorr r**ortinp 
to one of the other remedies hereunder in the event of a subsequent default): or 
C The Seller ahall have the right, at his option, and upon written notice to the Buyer, to declare the e c u re unpaid 
balance hereunder at once due and payable, and may elect to treat this conuact as a note and mortgage, and pass 
title to the Buyer subject thereto, and proceed immediately to foreclose the same in accordance with the laws of 
the State of Utah, and have the property sold and the proceeds applied to the payment of the balance owing, 
including- costs and attorney's fees; and the Seller may have a judgment for any deficiency which may remain. 
In the case of foreclosure, the Seller hereunder, upon the filing of a complaint, shall be immediately evttiUcd to 
the appointment of a receiver to take possession of said mortgaged property and collect the rents, issues snd 
profits therefrom and apply the same to the payment of the obligation hereunder, or hold the same pursuant 
to order of the court: and the Seller, upon entry of judgment of foreclosure, ahall be entitled to the possession 
of the aaid promises during the period of redemption. 
17. I t b agToed that time b the essence of this agreement. 
1E.. l a the eeent there are any Bens or encumbrances against said premise* other than those herein' presided for or 
referred to, or in the event any liens or encumbrances other than herein provided for shall hereafter accrue aga ins t the 
same by acta or neglect of the Seller, then the Buyer may, at his option, pay and discharge the same and receive credit 
on the amount then remaining due hereunder in the amount of any such payment or payments and thereafter the pay-
ments herein provided to be made, may, at the option of the Buyer, be suspended until such time s s such suspended 
payments shall equal any sums advanced as aforesaid. 
19. The Seller on receiving the payments herein reserved to be paid at the time and in the manner above mentioned 
agrees to execute and deliver to the Buyer or assigns, a good and sufficient warranty deed conveying the title to the 
above described premises free and clear of all encumbrances except a* herein mentioned and except as may have accrued 
by or through the acts or neglect of the Buyer, and to furnish at his expense, a policy of title insurance ir. the amour.* 
of the purchase price or a t the option of the Seller, sn abstract brought to date at time of sale or at any time during the 
term of this agreement, or at time of delivery of deed, at the option of Buyer. 
20. It is hereby expressly understood and agreed by the parties hereto that the Buyer accents the saH property 
In Its present condition and that there are no representations, covenants, or agreements between the parties Wrvio with 
reference to said property except as herein specifically set forth or attached hereto . Buver aRree 
and be bound bv the conditions that appear in all underlying contract. 
21. The Buyer and Seller each agree that should they default in any of the covenant* or agreements ccr*-a:ned here-
in, ths t the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, inrlud'.ng a reasonable attorney's fee. whicr may arise 
or accrue from enforcing this agreement, or in obtaining possession of the premixis covered herehy, or in p-.nvint; any 
remedy provided hereunder or by the statutes of the State of Utah whether such remedy is pursued by f i~ug a suit 
or otherwise. 
22. It is understood that the stipulations aforesaid are to apply in am! bind the heirs, executors, administrators, suc-
cessors, and assigns of the respective parties hereto. 
I N WITNESS WHEREOF, the said parties to this agreement hare hereunto signed their names, the &z.y and. year 
first above written. 
Signed in the presence of 













5 | | 
' ) ) 
2
~ Order No , *»3* 
103 
SCHEDULE WAM DESCRIPTION 
Parcel 1: Beginning at a point 300 feet Easfof the Northwest corner of 
Tract 102, FIRST DIVISION OF CREEN RIVER, according to the official plat 
thereof, and running thence Southwesterly, to a point 131.24 feet West of 
the Southeast corner of said Tract 102, and 300 feet East of the Southwest 
corner of said Tract 102; thence East 131.24 feet; thence North to the North-
cast corner of said Tract 102; thence West 127.36 feet to beginning. LESS 
State Road Right of Wa>. 
Parcel 2; Beginning at a point 66 f«et West of the Southwest corner of Block 
2, FIRST DIVISION OF CREEN RIVFR, UTAH, and running thence North 400 feet; 
thence West 266 feet; thence South 400 feet; thence East 266 feet to the 
point of beginning. Also soootines described as "Court House" Block, in said 
First Division of Creer> River, Utah. 
EXHIBIT " C 
6705-120 
Rev 6-84 
THE DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS REGULATION, DIVISION OF CORPORATIONS AND COM-
MERCIAL CODE CERTIFIES THAT attached is a f u l l , t rue and correct copy 
of the Application to Transact Business Under An Assumed Name, DBA, for 
SYNVEST-GREEN RIVER, A PARTNERSHIP filed with this office on December 23, 1981. 
AS APPEARS OF RECORD IN THE DIVISION OFFICE. 
File #39255 
252 
Dated this ?5th day of 
February A.D. 19 ,.85 
Director, Division of Corporations and 
Commercial Code 
00* 
FILING FEE: $1flJJfl. 
**>$ 
APPLICATION TO TRANSACT UNDER AN ASSUMED NAME 
(Please Print or Type Informant^- F/fo>in Duplicate) 
vate of approval **** 
>1 02* (REV 4/81) 
1. The assum \ /) A/tTdJ^XLS^/ P <& 
2 The nature of the business is /tttrrtri- SL. 
3 Business address ¥V7 *. JtH> 5 \ ^JtTrr"/) * JJLT /***- Lt ry IS?/?* *%*{'" 
4. Initial registered agent (MUST BE AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS A RESIDENT OF UTAH) ^ 
(Name) fs> 
(Street adckess) 
(City) (State) <£g (Zip Code) 
5 The true name or names of the person or persons owning, and the person or persons carrying on, tfpnducting, oi 
transacting business, with their post office address, are as follows If same as agent, please check ( — ) 
/<AM$<I D. A A U_ 
f£t>?& /4&A*S7iJ 
HJLTduA /l/el-i/iiuf + /J/IA*S»A UTA/AI 
2*n UfA /Ji-m/riiMt '#./» -for u g i -
*-V7 ^. toe S- Sred'' ,&c&l 
4
 If the applicant is a corporation said corporation must be 
incorporated/ qualified in the State of Utah and be in good 
standing 
*• r*JkL44djA +
 mt W**Hfclu 
•• I f the applicant is an individual the statement shall be signed b 
the same If the applicant is a partnership or other association c 
persons the statment shall be signed by a general partner If th 




THE DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS REGULATION DIVISION OF CORPORATIONS AND COM-
MERCIAL CODE CERTIFIES THAT attached i s a f u l l , t rue and correct copy 
of the Application for Cer t i f ica te of Authority for SYNVEST CORPORATION, 
a Nevada corporation qualif ied to do business in the State of Utah on 
December 31, 1981. Also attached i s the Requalification Application 
f i led with t h i s office on June 19, 1984 .yJ 
APPEARS OF RECORD IN THE DIVISION OFFICE 
File #96120 25 th Dated this " U 1 day of 
February A D 19 85 
Director, Division of Corporations and 
2 5 1 Commercial Code 
S-.vc o» tra S«ar% c i;nn. sn the J ^ | & ! f c _ ^ ^ i ^ O »5 
Covof D ^ C » AD. i g f r l _ 
0 W O . ^ : 30N F u e i n F g b r ^ 
u G O ^ « 01 S j j ^ L ^ x i Q N FOR CEKTIF1CATE OF AUTHOK1TY £ ? 
(exact corporate name) 
1. A corporation of the state of N&tf* t) A , incorpor-led Sefr&rrsSJ'Zl. / i/gO.Jffi 
hereby applies for a Certificate of Authority to transact business in thi state of Utah 
2. The Corporation period of duration is, 
3. The idtlrew of the corporation in the »Ute of incorporation \<-5t>rT£ /*/t*> 6A>c E. I c & / « 
4 The registered agent in Utah and the street addreas of the registered office in Utah are: ^3g^7"* *^ *%Atf 
tun £. t<r* So.. Srr%Am —*>Ai^-L*jc<rCtT+ U7*rt r<//,/ 
5. The business purpose* to be puraued in Utah are: /A)l/£S77*£*)7S +A)Q 4C*L GST**? tT 
The names and addreaa of corporation directors and officers are: * 
Director &Af#>d D. Pfi*TT^ 3 VI fa A ? ^ / ^ A * A * SfaiJ^S & 9* 
Director Q£0*7- A fa+fT V V 7 *T. A* & &*& ~ $***4£f£ir? J?*'# ** "' 




' \ AoY& ffrwse*! 
7. The aggregate number of ahares corporation haa authority to issue. (Itemize by claat or series if applicable.) 
Number of Share* Class Series Par Value 
3oo oxrt> Ct/HMOAi tO.to 
8. The aggregate number of latued sharea. (Itemize by classes.) 
Number of Share* Claat Series Par Value 
9. Stated Capital: tS& &&S*~~ (Mt itcUon 16 10 2 (jj for definition) 
10. Estimate of value of all asaeta corporation will own during next year. 
11. Estimate of \alue of all aaaet* in Utah next year, * fOCOO 
12. Estimate of groaa buaine** corporation will transact next year every where. * ~ ^ B&O 
IS. Estimate of groaa business corporation will transact next year in Utah. S •*•*. 
14. A copy of Certificate of Good Standing of the state of incorporation ia attached. 
15. The corporation thai) use as its name in Utah ^Y^O^T' C^fi^d^A^fd A ! . 
(The corporation shall use its name a» set forth under application title unless this name is not available for use.) 
Under prnallies of perjury, I declare thai thi» application fur CertifkaU wf Authority has brcn examined by i 
to the beat of my knowledge and belief, true, correct and complete 
kcrelorj Secretary 
SUGGESTIONS 
The law requires payment of a corporation license fee at the rate of l/20th of 1% of the doRar value of the 
total authorized aharea of the corporation. There ia a minimum fee of $25.00 and a maximum of $500.00. 
Domestic corporation* can compute the license fee by multiplying the dollar value of the authorised shares by 
.0005, the decimal equivalent of l/20th of 1%. For purposes of fee computation, no par stock is valued at 
'$1.00 per share. v 
Foreign Corporations are assessed license fees only on the portion of the shares represented in the J 




Item 11 + Item 13
 m 
Item 10 + Item 12 







C. Multiply the share value obtained in 6 by the percentage obtained in A 
&V7) v 
Value of Authorized Share* 
to 
Percentage from A above 
Value of Authorized 
Shares 
D. Multiply the result obtained in C by .0005. This is the decimal equivalent of l/20th of 1% which is the 
license rate of the statute. 
CM) 
r Remit from C above 
.X.0005 >T-
, Amount of Tax Due (Minimum $25.00) 
Amendment If authorized shared are increased b> amendment, additions! fees may b'e due Couifstt the fee 
according to the preceedmg instructions. Subtract the amount of fee previously paid by the corpatation. The 
difference is the license fee due at the time of filing theamendment. " ~ ~ ~" 
General Instructions: A filing fee of $25.00 is required for each filing This is in addition to aaiy Eeense fee~as 
. computed above. 
If thrse V " ^ do not provide sufficient spac«. for intormstion pertinent to your company* please attach 
additional sheets of paper containing the information Please feel (tee to contact the Secretary of State a office 
for any assistance which you or your lawyer may need in these matters. 
DAVIDS MONSON 
Palm S p n n g ^ V 92262 J 
| T « I - « 1 {WW. 1/7 7) *^r'"*<%+at ad ******* 
^ ^ n ^ v n„„*ff " i * ' File in Duplicate 
APPLICATION EftR C E R T I F I C A T L OF AVTHf>K!V)'V: ( ^ P P L I C A T I O N B S ) E R T I F I C A T L 
(exact corporate name) "-£ 
A corporation of the state of. , intorporated^iT^. / ^ 
hereb) applies for a Certifirate of Authority to transact business in the state of Utah. 
The Corporation period of duration is. A. ^tntPeTu* ( 
The address ot the corporation in the state o( incorporation '^-JutTST tHUl
 f Oh/6~ £~» f~ 3 ^ # 
Thr r«gist»*reil ugrnt in Utah and the street achU<&s of the registered office in Utah are: r+'K'FVT r* rfL* 11 
j^i? Zo. I lew en*rr
 j ^h*zrr- UTCG CYr r JJTA* $</,CC 
The business purpose* to be pursued in Utah are:, 
The names and address of corporation directors and officers are: . f\ 
Director (jftLS&rT F< Jh^TtA W ^&/lltdjrtA> rAL* *>&i«^ U>1 ?1-*t u 
Director ^ ^ g U (jUASmUTti f^ll/tA IvmM / ^ AfrM. Sp&MtJ; £% f xK 1, 
Director /ffi^Aj^y yU, ^JJtf/4/*, P.O. Sr^HB/^ SjijAJUttCrr Jfrtf S</J/~ 
President £ ^ 6 ^ /r ^ ^ ' 
Vice President • 
SecreUry^ ^ J C UJASMQTH 
Treasurer J 
The aggregate number of shares corporation ha< authority to issue. (Itemize by class or series if applicable.) 
Number of Shares Class Series Par Value 
The aggregate number of issued shares. (Itemize by classes.) 
Number of Shares Class Series Pax Value 
j o 
Stated Capital. S £&OW 
(see section 16-10-2 [jj for definition) 
Estimate of value of ail assets corporation will own during next year. S
 § t/OO 
Estimate o( value of all assets in Utah next year. $„ 
Estimate of gross business corporation will transact next year everywhere. S . A) over" 
Estimate of gross business corporation will transact next year in Utah. * dJA*t/*+ 
A copy of Articles of Incorporation and all amendments certified by the custodian thereof 
of the state of incorporation are attached. /J 
The corporation shall use as its name in Utah 
iThc mrimratirtn <hall ti«f its name a; t+\ forth under aiinlirntinn title unless this name is not avsL\ahlr for u±r \ 
Under penalties of perjury, I declare that this application for Certificate of Authority has b ^ n examined by me 
and is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, correct and complete 
J j President or \ ice President 
Secretary or Assistant Secretary 
SUGGESTIONS 
16 The law requires pa\ment of a corporation license fee at the rate of l/20th of \% of the dollar value of the 
total authonzed shares of the corporation There is a minimum fee of $25 00 and a maximum of $500 00 
Domestic corporations can compute the license fee bv multiplying the dollar value of the authonzed shares by 
.0005, the decimal equivalent of l/20th of 1% For purposes of fee computation, no par stock is valued at 
S 1.00 per share 
Foreign Corporations are assessed license fees only on the portion of the shares represented in the state of 
Utah The shares represented in Utah are computed as follows 
A. 
B -
Item 11 + Item 13 
\t*m ) 0 + Tt*m 12 .„. till* 7 
Authorized Shares Par Value Value of Authonzed 
Item 7 SOU, VIA Item? *G*tO lfc> Shares Cfr 
I > / 2 crvd— 
Multiply the share value obtained in B bv the percentage obtained in A 
3DcMJ Y • ~ — — 
Value of Authorized Shares Percentage from A above 
MultipN the result obtained in C bv 0005 This i* the decimal equivalent of l/20th of 1% which is the 
license rate of the statute 
•*r— 
-X 0005 
Result from Caboie Amount of Tax Due (Minimum $25 00) 
Amendment If authorized shares are increased b) amendment additional fee* ma) be due Compute the fee 
according to the preceeding instructions Subtract the amount of fee previousl) paid bv the corporation The 
difference is the license fee due at the time of filing the amendment 
General Instructions. A filing fee of 325 00 ia required for each filing This *s in addition to an; bcense fee as 
computed above 
If these forms do not provide sufficient space for tnfr"*n?t>nn pertinent to your company, please attach 
additional sheets of paper containing the information Please feel free to contact the Secretary of State s office 
for any assistance which you or your lawy er may need in these matters 
D U I D - MONSON 
Lt Coiernor ^e<.rt'nr\ of Slate 
C A t t l r t l l "D" 
Recorded at Request of_ 
i t . M. Fee Paid $_ 
by _ 
Mail tax notice to_ 
620 




GREEN RIVER GROUP, AKA SYNVEST-GREEN RIVER GROUP, A UTAH PARTNERSHIP grantor 
of , County of SALT LAKE State of Utah, hereby 
QUIT-CLAIM to 
SYNVEST CORPORATION, A NEVADA CORPORATION 
of SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
TEN AND NO/100—— — — - -.-.—..— 
and other good and valuable cons idera t ion 
the following described tracts of land in EMERY 
State of Utah: 
grantee 
for the sum of 
-DOLLARS, 
County, 




W I T N E S S the hand of said grantor , this TWENTY NINTH day of 
FEBRUARY , A. D . one thousand nine hundred and EIGHTY FOUR. 
GREEN RIVER GROUP, AKA SYNVEST GREEN RIVER GROUP 
Signed in the presence 
STATE OF UTAH, 
County of SALT LAKE 
On the twenty ninth day of February A. D . one 
thousand'nine hundred and e i g h t y four personally appeared before me RAMON D. PRATT, 
^ ^ K S a f i j H j K and BRENT P. PRATT, GENERAL PARTNERS of Green R ive r Group, AKA 
/^^prtfEST GfcrfjJ RIVER GROUP 
2 ^ £ g n e r 5 o I the foregoing instrument, who duly acknowledge to me that the/ executed the 
lame.* * r x 
1
 \ ^UB^ 0 .% (%U^&&/U*^ 
'\:^l'"'"r 4 Notary Public. 
My commission expires : March 1 8 , 1987 Address: S a l t Lake C i t y , UT 84106 




QUIT CLAIM DEED 
DATED FEBRUARY 29, 1984 
GRANTOR: Green River Group, AKA Synvest Green Rtver Group, a Utah partnership. 
GRANTEE: Synvest Corporation, a Nevada corporation. 
Parcel 1: Beginning at a point 300 feet East of the Northwest corner of 
Tract 102, FIRST DIVISION OF GREEN RIVER, according to the official plat 
thereof, and running thence Southwesterly, to a point 131.24 feet West of 
the Southeast corner of said Tract 102, and 300 feet East of the Southwest 
corner of said Tract 102; thence East 131.24 feet; thence North to the 
Northeast corner of said Tract 102; thence West 127.36 feet to beginning. 
LESS State Road Right of Way. 
Parcel 2: Beginning at a point 66 feet West of the Southwest corner of 
Block 2, FIRST DIVISION OF GREEN RIVER, UTAH, and running thence North 
400 feet; thence West 266 feet; thence South 400 feet; thence East 266 
feet to the point of beginning. Also sometimes described as "Court House" 
Block in said First Division of Green River, Utah. 
CERTIFICATE 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF kMERY ) «S 
cument on * . * *??mJ&£°Zr^.ji. 
\ 'TNESS my * • < * * • • « * - " * * 
do t n 1 
\ " I 
* - < >•• 6^n 
7 19 
ACRCCMUNT 
FOR MUTUAL CONSIDERATION hereby acknowledged and received, Synvest 
Corporation, a Nevada Corporation, hereinafter referred to as "Seller" and 
Green River Group AKA Synvest Green River Group, a Utah General Partnership, 
hereinafter referred to as "Buyer", do hereby contract and agree as follows, 
TO WIT: 
That pursuant to that Uniform Real Estate Contract dated September 
1, 1980, Seller sold to Buyer that certain property known as the Green 
River Motel located in Green River Utah, as more fully described in Exhibit 
"A" attached hereto; 
That the parties, for good and sufficient reason, desire to rescind 
said contract; 
That the parties believe there exists a cause of action against 
Brent D. Hansen, Kathleen P. Hansen, Kent Bo Hansen and Sylvia V. Hansen, 
hereinafter referred to as "Hansens", from whom Synvest Corporation 
purchased the subject property immediately prior to its sale to Buyer; 
That Seller will use its best efforts to recover all'sums lost by 
both Seller and Buyer as a result of the purchase and operation of the sub-
ject property from Hansens and pay over such sums to Buyer, less expenses 
incurred and suras due to Sellers; 
That Seller shall and does hereby release Buyer from any further 
obligation to Seller pursuant to the subject Uniform Real Estate Contract; 
That Buyer shall, upon the request of Seller, without notice, 
physically deliver possession of the subject property to Seller, including 
all real and personal property, and grant immediate access to Seller, with 
out any opposition or delay whatever, and quit the premises. 
Dated this 29th day of February, 1984. 
SYNVEST CORPORATION 
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-9TATC-OF CALIFORNIA /? ,<^r>*Zj /Ii-' 
COUNTY O F _ fC-lfu-l-atlSl-
•aid State. personalty appeared S"7 (L/7i 
|8S. 
before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public In and lor 
rsyrr- ^. A'LLA/LA -and 
., personally known to rt«* vO. profe«v %o me on the 
basis ol satisfactory evidence) to be the persons who executed the within instrument as Ct /L 3 ^ ^ 
__ President »nri Secretary, on behalf t*SYfiJl/$$ / - — 
?n&. /)A#A^lauJ_ — _ _ 
the corporation therein named, and acknowledged to me that 
such corporation executed the within instrument pursuant to Its 
by-laws or • resolution of its board of directors^ 
WITNESS my hand and official seal 
Signature $±v/t CuA. *-jU iefJ^tS 
OFFICIAL S E A L 
SI IAPON PHILLIPS 
N01AKY f UOLIC - CALirORf4IA 
Ri/: ir«D r co"f:iY 
V; r: • • * JU I i", " 3 7 [ 
(This area for oHicial notarial seal) 
K DEFENDANTS 





DATED FEBRUARY 29, 1984 
BETWEEN 
BUYER: Green River Group, AKA Synvest Green River Group, a Utah partnership. 
SELLER: Synvest Corporation, a Nevada corporation. 
Parcel 1: Beginning at a point 300 feet East of the Northwest corner of 
Tract 102, FIRST DIVISION OF GREEN RIVER, according to the official plat 
thereof, and running thence Southwesterly, to a point 131.24 feet West of 
the Southeast corner of said Tract 102, and 300 feet East of the Southwest 
corner of said Tract 102; thence East 131.24 feet; thence North to the 
Northeast corner of said Tract 102; thence West 127.36 feet to beginning. 
LESS State Road Right of Way. 
Parcel 2: Beginning at a point 66 feet West of the Southwest corner of 
Block 2, FIRST DIVISION OF GREEN RIVER, UTAH, and running thence North 
400 feet; thence West 266 feet; thence South 400 feet; thence East 266 
feet to the point of beginning. Also sometimes described as "Court House" 
Block in said First Division of Green River, Utah. 
751 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
On the 29th dav of February, 1984, personally appeared before me 
NOLAN WAIHEN, BRUNT P. PRATI, and RAMON D. PRA1T, general partners. 
Green River Group, AKA S>nvest - Green River Group, the signers of the 
annexed agreement between Synvest Corporation and Green River Group, 
Sr' fi'Khr, Synvest - Green River Group, dated February 29, 1984, who duly 
. O ..•••.(acknowledged to me that they executed the same 
^•^•••••••'^/ Notary Public 
My Connnissiori Expires: 
March 18, 1987 Residing at: Salt Lake City, Utah 
CERTIFICATE 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF EMERY ) M 
l the unde«»ign«d M a r t * m and tor Emery Cooot> 
State of Utah do hnty oertfy thai the annexed anc 
foregoing ts a tn*e, M ** correct oopy o« an angina 
document on fie in roy office as «uch recorder 
WITNESS my hand tots ' * T , day ot SJLJLJL. 
% /(if/" ^A<*AAt4 
Deputy fl 
EXHIBIT "E" 
Loan No PROMISSORY NOTE 
^ — ^ « 
1 : 3 3 , 7 5 0 . 0 0 _ _ May 13 1 9 81 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned proraise(s) to pav lo BRENT D. HANSEN^ KATHLEEN..P. ..HANSEN, 
KENT R. HANSEN, & SYLVI,. V. HANSEN 
or onler. THIRTY.TOREE AND.SO/100 DOLLARS. C$33.750.00 ,. 
together with interest from date at the rate of.??.8^.?.??nper cent. ( *?.... r'<) per annum on the unpaid balance payable as 
follows, viz: 
The entire principal balance together with interest thereon due on or before the 
expiration of 90 days. 
in lawful money of the United States of America, negotiable and. payable at the office of ? r e n t &• .Hansen ^ $ ^ e n t ^-. 
JJansen^^^ Street^ ...Spanish Fork, .Utah 84660 
without defalcation or discount. All payments hereinabove provided for shall he applied first on accrued interest and balance to 
reduction of principal. Any installments of principal and interest not i>aid when due shall, at the option of the legal holder 
hereof, bear interest thereafter at the rate of..£^ JB)?.£.?.??X per annum until paid. 
In case of default in the payment of any installment of principal or interest as herein stipulated, then it shall be optional 
with the legal holder of this note to declare the entire principal sum hereof due and payable; and proceedings may at once be 
instituted for the recovery of the same by law, with accrued interest and costs, including reasonable attorney's fees 
The makers and endorsers severally waive presentment, protest and demand; and waive notice of protest, demand and of 
dishonor and non-payment of this note, and expressly agree that this note, or any payment thereunder, may be extended from 
time to time without in any way effecting the liability of the makers and endorsers thereof 
This note and the interest thereon is secured by a first mortgage on 
, 'cb-^Lgz^. 
3RM 812—MORTGAGE NOTE—KCULY CO_ 55 w NINTH SOUTH S L.C UTAH 
